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Dear Sexual Freedortr Campaigners,

Enclosed please find details of our last Campaign meeting.

I am writing to you as editor of Consenting Adut6, our campaign newspaper.
It's been very difficult to make this paper come out as a regular freebie in the
same mould as the free gay papers which helped the gay community blossom.
That was our initial intention, and perhaps, one day, we wi// achieve it.

l've decided that it would be much more useful for us, at this stage of our
development, to make the paper more of an organ where our supporters can
express ourselves, reaching out to others who feel the same (We willstill be giving
readers an overview of current politics. and comprehensive list erotic clubs and
fmilities around the world - plea* send rne angrllring you can on your lacal
scenei.

I shall be devoting each page of the newspaper to individual tastes and some are
already covered. But. here's where I need your help (obviously your contribution
can be completely anonymousli
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Please write (in a total of maximum 100 words):

1) thebest group sex experience you have ever had

2) the idaalgroup sex experience you can imagine

3) why it's important that the laws/status quo in this'country
should change, to make it easier for you to enjoy this, thus help
your life improve. Please state why group sex is imports;ntto
your llfe.

b) Sex on Ehnros

Please write a maximum of 100 words on how any one drug (be specific) has
improved your sexual pleasure, being as graphic as you can be.

c) How SFC can do more forwomen.

lf you are a woman. please complete the enclosed questionnaire as honestly as you
can. We'll be putting this survey in the next newspaper and your initial
contribution will help us make surewe word it right.

Please send back your ideas and wisdom within -!he next wgek

Love,

PO Box 4ZB London WIA 4ZB

fax (0171) 493 4479
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the organ of the Sexual Freedom Coalition


